### Strengthen Cyber Resiliency and Drive Migration to Azure

Your workload migration journey starts here. Are your data and applications secure?

#### 1. Shared responsibility model
Understanding shared responsibility by you and Microsoft is critical to staying cyber resilient.

- Microsoft: Responsible for the security of its own infrastructure. This includes Azure services and the underlying physical hardware.
- You: Responsible for the security of your own resources. This includes the security of your own data, applications, and identities managed by you.

#### 2. Minimize risk and reduce complexity before migrating

**55%** of organizations report broader teams in the cloud compared to on-premises teams.

- Application dependencies must be accounted for as they work across your enterprise.

- Data sources and storage must be accounted for to ensure they work in your Azure environment.

#### 3. Maximize the cloud mobility process

- **Ensured protection** of your data maintenance provides a consistent, continuous, and consistent approach to your data management.

- **Drive increased value** with the delivery of integrated solutions that enhance value for customers, innovating further with our focused Microsoft Azure engineering partnership. When migrating workloads to Azure, you can depend on the delivery of integrated solutions that enhance value for customers, innovating further with our focused Microsoft Azure engineering partnership.

- **Simplify cross-platform move** with the delivery of integrated solutions that enhance value for customers, innovating further with our focused Microsoft Azure engineering partnership.


**Setup**
- Prepare cloud targets; connect source and destination; configure replication; and manage the application components.

**Rehearse**
- Evaluate your cloud migration plan, rehearse it, and then determine your level of success. Set up your cloud migration plan will develop through your experience, and then determine your level of success. Set up your cloud migration plan will develop through your experience, and then determine your level of success.

**Migrate**
- Implement and maintain robust security measures throughout your migration for ultimate protection.

#### 5. Why Veritas and Microsoft Azure?

- **60%** of organizations identify malicious activity.

- **98%** of organizations report a breach.

- **91%** of organizations have reduced costs.

Microsoft and Veritas have a 20+ year partnership of delivering integrated solutions that enhance value for customers, innovating further with our focused Microsoft Azure engineering partnership. When migrating workloads to Azure, you can depend on the delivery of integrated solutions that enhance value for customers, innovating further with our focused Microsoft Azure engineering partnership.

- **800+** customers worldwide.

- **80,000+** supported workloads.

- **91%** of customers have reduced costs.

### Ready to get started?

Connect with a Veritas sales representative today.

*For information on available solutions, pricing, and purchasing, contact your Veritas representative. 1-800-862-8478.*